Abstract
Introduction
Protective devices are widely used in electronic equipment, in order to avoid or reduce the loss caused by system function failure. But whether the protection device is failure for the operator is unknown, therefore these function failure of protective device is hidden [1] . If a failure of the protection device remains unknown in the system, significant loss may be caused once an accidence or failure happens to the system and the protection device is required to perform its protection function. Therefore, it is very important to detect the failures of protection devices. IN practice, the most effective way to detect the hidden function failure is to monitor or inspection its hidden failure, and takes timely measures to prevent the occurrence of function failure. Therefore, development of an optimal inspection policy of protection device is an important task for asset management of electronic equipment. In recent years, a lot of researches have done to solve the problem of product inspection and repair interval decision-making. For example, in references [1] [2] [3] , a variety of mathematical models represented by "time detection model" were developed; In order to solve the problem of maintenance decision of products with potential failure, Zhao [4, 5] developed a two-stage function inspection model; In order to solve the problem of inspection decision-making for systems with hidden or unrevealed failures, references [6] [7] [8] had done a lot of researches work. However, most of the above models are based on the assumption of inspection is perfect (all of the hidden functional failure can be detected), and most of these studies only consider the economy as the objective, obviously, it is not consistent with the actual situation. However, most of the above models are based on the assumption of inspection is perfect (all of the hidden functional failure can be detected), and most of these studies only consider the economy as the objective, obviously, it is not consistent with the actual situation. In addition, less work has been done to develop inspection polices in order to detect hidden failures of protection devices. Therefore in this paper, an inspection model was developed to optimize inspection interval, and imperfect inspection was taken into account which represented actual situation of system maintenance. System availability was used as the constraint, average cost per unit time as the optimization goal in the development of the inspection optimization model. We also analyses the impact of inspection intervals for maintenance costs and availability of unit time specially.
Inspection Policy and Assumptions

Inspection Policy
Usually, failures of protective devices are not observable for the operation crew of electronic equipment. If a failure of the device is not detected, it will cause significant loss in the case that a failure or event happens to the system which the device is to protect, Therefore, in order to prevent the multiple failures, the effective inspection tools and methods may be employed.
In general, the electronic equipment may have three states, including normal state, state of hidden functional failure (the protective device fails and no multiple failure occurs), and functional failure state. Figure 1 
Figure 1. Process of Functional Failure
Normal state is the initial state of delivered equipment, and at this moment, the equipment is neither in hidden functional failure state nor in functional failure state. Hidden functional failure state is a kind of state that the protective device failed, but this failure has not triggered the equipment failure, in other word, the equipment can still work in a state the probability of functional failure is increased. Functional failure rate means the equipment cannot fulfill the specified function, and this state may be caused by protective device failure or by its own failure. We name the characteristics that functional failures happen after hidden functional failures as delay characteristics, and the time from when the hidden functional failure occurred to when the functional failure happened was called delay time. This concept used to describe the trend of hidden functional failure which share common features with P-F curves was raised by professor Christer. Therefore, the delay time model proposes a feasible solution for inspection strategy of hidden functional failure, and this inspection strategy model and other inspection models have more than a little in common.
Summarizing the above analysis, the inspection strategy can be described as following:
(1)We study events and probabilities related to hidden functional failure and functional failure in one update cycle, which was considered as the 1 k  th inspection interval, and the duration of each inspection is the same.
(2)The maintenance is conducted immediately if only the electronic equipment fails during inspection interval.
(3)If functional failure has not occurred during inspection interval but detected hidden functional failure, maintenance should also be conducted immediately to avoid the happening of multiple failure.
(4)Giving that neither functional failure nor hidden functional failure is happened at inspection point, the current inspection is over, and the next inspection begins, which obeys the same inspection strategy.
Basic Assumptions
Owing to the complexity of field inspection, some assumptions were made to simplify the modeling procedure.
(1) The maintaining for functional failure and hidden functional failure can recover the equipment into normal state.
（2）The time of functional inspection and the time of maintenance are shorter than inspection period.
(3)The inspection is not perfect, the probability of finding hidden functional failure in inspection for once is  .
(4)The functional failure of electronic equipment triggered by inherent failure and by hidden functional failure are independent.
Development of Model
Renewal Cycle of System
We use () pu and () Pu to denote the hidden failure density function and distribution function, () qh and () Qh to denote the delay time density function and distribution function. The inherent reliability of equipment is denoted by ()
We analysis the events of happening of hidden failure and function failure in the 1 k  th inspection and the probabilities of these events. In the time of ( 1) kT  , the events of finding hidden failure or function failure include: ( 1) kT  is:
Then, the probability of case 1 is:
Case 2: The hidden failure occurred after kT , and has not become function failure.
The hidden failure was been detected in
. The probability of case 2 is:
Case 3: The hidden failure has been occurred before kT , and did not been detected at every inspection before kT . The function failure was happened in [ , ( 1) 
The same to case 1, the events that hidden failures happened before kT had many possibilities. The hidden failure may occur
. The probability of case 3 is:
Case 4: The hidden failure happened after kT , and became function failure in [ , ( 1) ] kT k T  .The probability of case 4 is: ( 1) ( 1)
Case 5: It is function failure that happened in [ , ( 1) ] kT k T  rather than hidden failure.
The main factor of this event is the inherent reliability. The failure density function influenced by inherent reliability is () s Rt   . The probability of the event that hidden failure did not occur is 1 ( ) Pt  . Then, the probability of case 5 is:
It is defined the time period that starts from the equipment begins to work, ends when function failure happens or hidden failure is been discovered as renewal cycle. We use Therefore, the expectation of replacement interval can be given by:
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The Analysis of Costs
As is similar with latent failure inspection, the main aim of hidden failure inspection is to find the hidden failure and repair it in time so as to decrease the loss caused by function failure. The costs include three parts in this inspection policy:
1) The function failure happened before an inspection, and was repaired. The cost of this condition spends very much.
2) The hidden failure was been detected by an inspection, and was restored to a state as new. The maintenance can be arranged during equipment does not work. In this case, the loss is much less than the loss caused by function failure.
3 The probability of conducting n times inspections in one renewal cycle is:
As a consequence, the mean inspection number in one renewal cycle is 
The probability that hidden failure can be discovered by inspection in one renewal cycle is:
Both function failure and hidden failure induce replacement of components, so the mean cost in one renewal cycle is:
According to renewal cycle theory, the mean cost per unit of time is given by:
Using Eq. (10), the optimal inspection interval, T, can be obtained by doing derivation to () R CT , which will minimize the mean cost per unit of time.
The Analysis of Availability
System availability is the ability of a product or service to be ready for use when the customer wants to use it. It can be expressed as the ratio of working time to total time in a renewal cycle. The derivation process of availability model is similar with the cost model, and time is the focus of analysis. Let According to the derivation of the cost model, we have:
The accumulative inspection time in one renewal cycle is: 
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According to the theory of renewal process, the average availability in one renewal cycle can be expressed as:
The Optimization Model of Inspection
In general, the most worthwhile optimization goal is the system availability meet requirement and at the same time the average cost per unit time minimum.
Thus, in this paper, an inspection optimization model was developed, where T is the optimization variable, system availability is the constraint function, and let average cost per unit time minimum as the optimization goal.
Case Study
In order to reduce or eliminate the consequences of the failure of low -voltage three-phase motor, a multifunctional protection device is often installed. It can provide full protection for the various faults of the low-voltage three-phase motor, and improve the utilization and extend the service life of the motor. The data provided by the supplier show that, the mean time between failure of the lowvoltage three-phase motor is 300 days.
Each inspection cost of the protection device is about 20 Yuan, and takes about 0.5 working days; the costs of each maintenance and lost are about 2000Yuan, and the time to repair the failure take about 2 working days; the cost of maintenance of protection device is about 100 Yuan, and the time to repair the failure of protection device take about 1working days. We assumed the availability requirements of the equipment is 0 0.95 A  . Below, we according to the above optimization model to solve the case.
The Cost Model
First, using the proposed models, we discuss the influence of value of  to the inspection interval T for which average cost per unit time is minimum. The case of =0.5 0.7 0.9  、 、 is considered, and the average cost per unit time curves over inspection-interval T can be obtained by use the MATLAB software, as shown in As shown in Figure 2 , no matter which value of is, there should be a corresponding lowest point in the cost curve, and this point is the inspection interval of the lowest rate of cost. Furthermore, it also can be seen from Figure 3 , other things being equal, if the inspection rate of failure  decreases, the rate of maintenance cost per unit time will increase. Instead, the corresponding inspection-interval will decrease. This is consistent with the actual situation of maintenance. Therefore, it is a good way to save the maintenance costs by improving the inspection rate of hidden function failure.
Using the Eq.10, the lowest average cost per unit time can be obtained for each case of imperfect inspection, as shown in Table 1 : Below, we discuss the relationship between inspection-interval and single cost. We assume other things being equal, and let As shown in Figure 3 , the maintenance cost of hidden function failure per unit time and the inspection cost per unit time will decrease with the inspection-interval increase, this is because in other costs under the condition of invariable, the number of inspection and maintenance costs of hidden function failure per unit time will decrease with the inspection-interval increase in length, and the costs of the corresponding can also reduce. But, on the other hand, the costs of maintenance and lost by function failure will gradually increase with the inspection-interval increase in length, this is because the inspection interval is too long to increase the probability of function failure, so the costs of maintenance caused by function failure will also increase, and this is consistent with the actual situation.
The Availability Model
According to the derivation of Eq.12 we can see, there is a close relationship between the system availability and total downtime of a replacement cycle. Below, we discuss the relationship between the total down and the inspection-interval.
It is assumed that the value of  = 0.5、0.7、0.9，and all other parameters and conditions remain unchanged. Then, we can obtain the relationship between the replacement-cycle and inspection-interval by calculating Eq.6, as shown in Figure 4 : It is can be seen from Figure 4 , when the inspection-interval was the same, the higher the detection rate of hidden function failure, the shorter the expected renewal-cycle. This is because more lower the failure detection rate, more less the renewal times per unit time, this is match with the actual situation of maintenance.
Similarly, we can obtain the relationship between inspection-interval and total downtime of a renewal-cycle by calculating Eq.11, as shown in Figure As shown in Figure 5 , there is an optimal inspection interval, which makes the cumulative downtime minimal in a single renewal cycle. Therefore, in the case of other conditions unchanged, if the inspection accuracy is reduced, the accumulation downtime of a single updating cycle will increase, and the corresponding optimal inspection interval will become shorter. Decreasing in accuracy of inspection will result in the hidden failure being not detected in time, thereby increasing the probability of equipment failure, and the corresponding failure repair time will be extended.
In above, we analyzed the relationship between the expectation of inspection interval and renewal cycle and the total downtime in a single renewal cycle. Next, we will analyze the relationship between the inspection interval and expected availability. Using MATLAB the solution of Eq.12 can be calculated, and we can obtain the trend of system expected availability changing with the interval, as shown in 
Figure 6. The Relationship between Expected Availability and Inspectioninterval
As shown in Figure 6 , there is an optimal inspection cycle to make the maximum availability, and if the other things being equal, the higher the failure detection rate, the higher the system availability, this is match with the actual situation of maintenance too.
We can obtain the optimal inspection-interval in different value of  after derivation Eg.12. As shown in Table. 2: 
Conclusions
Because of the characteristic of delay and hidden of failure of some protection device of electronic equipment, a functional inspection policy was proposed and the availability mathematical model and cost rate mathematical model of the protection device are provided in accordance with the inspection policy. An optimal model was constructed to calculate the inspection intervals under the policy, which aims to minimize cost rate, and is subject to system availability. Furthermore, the algorithm of the optimal inspection model is also provided, through which the values of optimal intervals can be obtained. Finally, an example is illustrated to prove the validity of the strategy and models above.
